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An Old Radiologist @ A Mass Vaccination Site
Jason Birnholz MD, FACR, FRCR (UK), FACOG (Assoc)
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“Double, double, toil and trouble;
Fire burn and cauldron bubble.”
Song of the Witches,
Macbeth IVi,10-19
Our pandemic life is surely different these days, with words such as
“caution,” “extreme,” “unprecedented,” etc. used with or for almost everything that we used to do and/or
take for granted. So, as we have built
our own bubbles, so to speak, and
we’re learning how to manage our
new pandemic-induced, cloistered
life in retirement or otherwise, the
world outside our bubble virtually
overheated. Shakespeare’s witches
could be surrogates for Mother Nature, no matter where you live. The
hottest summer on record has faded, but the globe saw record temperature increases up to 2°F! Here in
the Pacific Northwest and the high
desert of central Oregon, fires and
smoke have clouded our bubbles,
often forcing us to hunker down,
more than usual, inside our hopefully air-conditioned homes or places of
work. Saying someone lives in a bubble may have been a pejorative term
or phrase at one time. Now, it is part
of everyday jargon. The NBA played
a successful season in a bubble in
Orlando, FL during 2020. Today, the
term bubble seems ubiquitous, but
large gatherings, for sporting and
other events, are beginning on an
uncertain course, depending on the
vagaries of viral mutations, vaccines,
and other confounding factors.
The current feature article by Dr.
Jason Birnholz is an envious and encouraging example of a physician
leaving his bubble to apply his talents for a worthy, impactful cause—
vaccinations! He reminds us that the
Hippocratic oath did not come with
its own bubble. Modern-day health
care workers show us that this is true,
Chair continues on page 2
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I was lucky to get vaccinated, unscheduled, at a drive-through center in January
2020, which was in every way a delightful
experience. I sought out the physician in
charge and asked if they needed any help.
Ten days after my second dose, I was on site
as a Broward County medical reservist. I was
assigned the exit line, which was a holding
lane for 15 to 30 minutes after injection for
identifying acute allergic reactions. The exit
volunteers functioned as timekeepers, who
were to summon EMTs if the vaccinated person requested it. Here was a task I could relate to—cars driving up to me, or me walking along a line of stopped cars, just like
being in front of a giant, revolving film illuminator with a day’s worth of cases.
There are two goals of the vaccination
exit line. The first is a public relations one,
wherein the patient should understand the
importance of vaccination and have such a
smooth experience that he or she wants to
promote it. The other aspect is medical and
individual, identifying and treating acute
reactions, obviously, but also preparing
people for potential delayed effects and
teaching them about COVD-19 prevention.
The first vaccinated were all senior citizens;
gradually, the age dropped to teen years.

Everyone stayed in their vehicles. At peak,
1,800 people were registered and vaccinated per 10-hour work day.
I saw the exit line as a waiting room for
a medical interview. You have a few seconds to form a bond, so that you can inquire about the patient’s health and concerns and for them to be comfortable and
honest. In retrospect, I think that everyone
being masked made that easier. I had my
eyes and ears and an occasional pulse-taking from a wrist. I never saw any anaphylactic reactions (they are really rare). There
was only one woman with hives, as well as
a few people with familiar patches of neck
erythema. There were lots of instances of
anxiety reactions, all of which responded
to supportive waiting.
Reactions are more common in women
than men because of the fixed dose without adjustment for weight. Up to 20% of
healthy younger people showing up for
vaccination have had occult, asymptomatic prior coronavirus exposures [1], implying the potential for a variety of rapid
local or delayed systemic first-dose vaccination reactions. I noted 22 women and one
man who had complaints centered on the
Radiologist continues on page 3
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daily, by their example. It may be fair
to say that today’s bubble was yesterday’s fraternity, sorority, clique, or
club. If one looks for definitions of a
bubble, you will find it means having
a community of relatively like-minded individuals, in our case as physicians, radiologists, society members,
etc. Aided by the internet, Zoom,
and in carefully constructed interpersonal gatherings, we are expanding our bubbles in a hopeful way. Dr.
Birnholz actually “walked the walk”
and “talked the talk.”
Like many of you, I am looking forward to safely packing up my bubble in the near future—I do have a
“to-go bag” packed, just in case of
fire—and traveling to see family and
friends for holidays. I am definitely
looking to the Hyatt Regency Hotel
in New Orleans, LA next May, where
the ARRS will gather for the 2022 Annual Meeting. Please think about
getting your bubbles prepared.
On one further note, I encourage
comments, questions, and/or suggestions for content in this newsletter.
Meaningful comments or discussions
we can consider publishing in the next
issue of SRS Notes. My email is bruce.
mcclennan@yale.edu; please feel free
to contact me at that address.

Figure 1 – Tongue blanching immediately after an m-RNA COVID-19 vaccine dose.
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mouth or tongue a few minutes after vaccination. Most complained of a bitter taste or
an “electrical” sensation. One woman exhibited a graphic, but transient finding [Fig 1].
It is interesting that ACE2 receptors are
very highly expressed in epithelial cells of
the tongue and mouth [2].
We were all physicians first. I felt that I was
doing something medical, albeit trivial in the
overall scheme of things. There was enough
Website: https://www.puzzles.ca/

Sodoku!

positive feedback from patients returning
after three weeks for their second shots (often bringing first-shot friends and relatives)
that it was deeply satisfying. And there were
some visual findings from time to time, reminding me of our main working sense.
It is best to retire before you become
dangerous. The downside is losing the
treasure of being able to pitch in professionally when help is needed.
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Biography: Jason Birnholz, MD, FACR, FRCR (UK), FACOG (Assoc) finished a Diagnostic
Radiology residency in 1973. He has been subspecialized in ultrasound since his first
job as an Assistant Professor of Radiology in 1975. He has introduced basic clinical techniques and procedures that have become international standards. He is consulting on
new equipment development, writing a book tentatively entitled "Digital Ultrasound Imaging and Procedures for Physicians," and enjoying his hobby, street photography.

Since its inception, The Roentgen Fund®
has promoted excellence in radiology and
education through annual award and scholarship initiatives—and it is all thanks to the
generosity of ARRS members like you. When
you contribute to The Roentgen Fund, you are supporting the scholarly and scientific pursuits
of young investigators and professionals who are charting the course for radiology’s future.

Answer
Answers will be available in the next issue of

With your tax-deductible gift, The Roentgen Fund can continue to promote innovation and
research that will advance radiology for the next generation. Visit arrs.org/RoentgenFund
to see how you can make a difference in radiology today and tomorrow.

the SRS Notes.

Tell your friends...
“The Senior Radiologists Section (SRS) provides an opportunity and a forum for senior
members of the ARRS to be kept informed on the new developments in radiology, as well
as enjoy the camaraderie of their colleagues.” —John Tampas, former chair of SRS.
Benefits include:
• SRS newsletter, SRS Notes
• Discounted registration fee to the ARRS Annual Meeting
• Annual Meeting reception
• SRS Annual Meeting activities (includes sponsored speaker and special tours)

Upcoming ARRS
Annual Meeting

New Orleans, LA
Hyatt Regency
May 1–6, 2022

SRS Committee
2021–2022

To qualify to join this special interest group within the ARRS membership, you must meet
one of the following criteria:
• Be a current emeritus ARRS member (fully retired) age 60 or older
• Be a current ARRS member age 65 or older

Bruce L. McClennan, MD, Chair
Harry Agress, Jr., MD
Jonathan Dehner, MD
Anton N. Hasso, MD
John D. Shanser, MD
William M. Thompson, MD

SRS dues are in addition to any membership dues that are owed to the ARRS related to an
individual’s membership category. Payment of all applicable ARRS dues is required to be a
participant of the SRS.

Staff

Interested ARRS members may download an SRS application at www.arrs.org/SRSapp
and mail it, along with payment, to: ARRS-SRS, 44211 Slatestone Court, Leesburg, VA 201765109. Questions regarding SRS membership or renewal should be addressed to Sara Leu at
sleu@arrs.org or at 866-940-2777 or 703-729-3353.
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